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Abstract

This document contains the preliminary description of a system
architecture and operating system for real time applications of a small
microprogrammed machine.

Emphasis is on those aspects of the system

relating to process structure, process syschronisation and store management.
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1.
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Approach and Aims
The project will investigate the design of a convenient and efficient

system architecture for real time applications of small computers.

The work

will include investieations in the design of the following features:
process structure, control and synchronisation,
storage addressing structure ,
dynamic store management and overlaying,
softw2re and system instrumentation.
A considerable overhead will be accepted on the raw processing speed of
the machine in order to provide these facilities in the belief that for the
type of application considered their efficiency is of equal, if not greater,
importance.

Whether the overheads are in fact acceptable and in wha t

circumstances they must be incurred is open to investigation.
The approach adopted involves the definition of a language embod ying a
suitable set of machine orders and system commands for the applications
envisaged and its implementa tion by a comb ina tion of microprogram and software.
Microprograms will ensure that the interpretation of addresses is in a ccordance
with the data structures defined by the users and will allow the in ~rod uction
during development of special data and descriptor formats for particular syste~
or application purposes.

Proposed instrumentation a nd monitoring facilities will be used to refine
the design as it progresses and to identify areas of the system that m~y

require further hardware, firmware or software support.
The research results of the project ~re intended to include a generalised
specification of a system structure suitable for a class of small microprogr~~med machines and a preliminary evaluation of the system for real time
applic a tions.

The design and use of hardware and softwa re monitoring

facilities and the application of microprogramming to operating system
implemeritation will also be reported upon .

At all stages of design it will be important to maintain development
options for the system.

For . example, the process synchronisation

mechanism must allow for a multiprocessor configuration, and the formats
chosen for da ta types must not preclude the introduction of new types.
In the remainder of section 1 we discuss some practical considerations
affecting the progress of the project.

Technical features of the proposed

system are outlined in the remaining sections.
1.2 Small corr.puters
The configuration for which the system is being designed is
32 - 64K bytes core store
at least

im

bytes direct access backing store, with selector channel

paper tape I/0
a number of low transfer rate terminals
one or more CPU's.
Such a machine could be used either as a free sta..~ding computer
supporting an application (e.g.CAI) or to offer local file storage
and processing capabilities in a networl~ of computers, (Refs 1, 2, 3).
The requirement of real time systems for secure and efficient
dynamic store allocation is not currently met by any small production
machine.

The facility can however be provided by a descriptor-based

system as in the larger Burroughs machines.

Such a system calls for

special interpretations of many of the functions in the machine order
code.

Microprogramming can provide such an interpretation at a...~

acceptable cost.
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1.3 Microprogramming
Several small micropTogrammed computers have been studied to discover
whether they could emulate a machine to support the proposed system.
The general restrictions which have been found are:

(i)

lack of an_adequate register structure

(ii)

micro order code oriented towards implementation of the manufacturer's

own machine code.
(iii) read-only rather than writable cantrol memory.
(iv)

read-only memory too small

(v)

low differential between core store cycle time and micro-instruction

execution times.
Following discussions with
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manufacturers, MCS and Interdat a ,

budgetary quotes have been obtained for two machines , these being the most
suitable of currently available systems in this country.

The Interdata quote

was for a Model 4 (Ref.4) and MCS for a one-off much enhanced MINIC (Ref.5).
The relative merits of these machines will be discussed els ewhere, but it is
felt that there would be advantages in waiting for a machine which had i"o,.'.or· of
the defects listed, (e.g., Ref 6, 7).
A microprogrammed computer is neeced for the project for two reasons:
(i)

microprogramming is seen as a way of providing a tool for the software

system designer- enabling him to experiment with a machine architecture sympathetic
to the system he wishes to develop.
(ii)

The proposed system involves a substantial amount of run~time type ar:d

format-dhecking and manipulation of indirect addresses.

Microprogramming offers

an existing technique for performing these operat~ons economically.
It is anticipated there will be inefficiencies in using a micro ord er
code not designed with our purposes in mind.

Whilst it is not currently an

intention of the project to design a new microprogrammed processor, the
experience gained will clearly be of value for future possible work in this
direction.

. 6

1.4

Simulation
Simulation of the system as an evaluation technique would be inadequate

for several reasons:

(i)

It would not be possible ·to do a useful assessment of an on-line system hy

simulation in the type of batch processing environments which are currently
available.
(ii)

On-line interaction with the system is essential.

It is not possible to generate interest with a simulated system a mongs t

potential users or anyone other than those directly involved in the proj ect.
This would have an adverse effect on the number and variety of applications
which might be explored.
(iii) The cost of simulation would eventually be considerably higher tha n
emulation.

For example, simulation of ICL's Basic Language system on the

· 1900 was at a speed ratio of 100:1 against the experimental machine, and the

simulator was of course processor-limited.

Using ev en only one hour per day

of QHC 1905 time could cost £8000 per annum , and clearly much more than one hour
might be use~ as the project developed.
(iv)

The value of simulation is seriously questionable wh'en the relative

speeds of operations in a simulated system do not even approximate to those
~ich would h0ld for a live system .
(v)

Several of the project's points can only be taken as proven if a

viable live system is produced.
Nevertheless it is expected that simulation will be an important p,,~t
of the early development program.

1.5

Mnemonics
The hardware chosen will be called HEM . - Microprogrammed Experimental

Machine.

The opera ting system is BERS - Basic Executive for Real-Time Syste~s.

The language that will be developed for ap;lication implementation, a subset of

'1
I

I

which will be used for implementing BERS, is FLUID - Flexible Language

I
I

·♦

Il
I

for User Interface Development.

The whole project is termed MEMBERS.
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2.

Codewords, Addresses and Store Manap;ement

2.1

Security of Store Accc5s
In typical existing real time systems an application has a fixed area

of core store, subsets of which are allocated to new tasks as they arise.
Whilst there may be hardware protection between applications, no protection
is given between tasks in the same application ar ea .
task may propagate to others (ref.8).

Thus f ailure in one

The techniques ~or providing the

security required are proven (ref. 9,10) but their costs ha ve been justified so
far only in systems much larger than considt::::-ed here.

2.2

Cod ewords in Store lfa na~ement
Following the approach of J.K. Iliffe & J.J.L. Williams, a store

management system based on a single segment table is proposed (ref.11).
In our system, store is allocated in pages of 256 bytes and th e t able holds
entries for all allocated pages.

The table is knovm as CWT (Codeword t able)

and an entry is a cocl (;..-!Ord (C\·/).

The CWT can occupy an area of up to 20 1f8

consecutive 16 bit words.

Ea ch CW i s one word.

Superficially, five CW types may be distinguibhed
(i)

unal located (i.e.,ready for issuing for purposes ii - v)

(ii)

defining a set of CWs

(iii) defining allocated pag es
(iv)

undefin ed (i.e. issued but no function yet assigned)

(v)

others.

2.3

Sep;ments*
A program does not requ es t pages of store as such but segments.

A segment can occupy one or more pages, and for reasons of efficiency

• See also Figure 8.1
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several small segments can be packed to a page.
than 251 bytes the str tcture is simple.
identify a single page.

If the segment is less

A single code\-:ord is used to

For large segments the original codeword defines

a set of codewords each defining the page1:, (which need not be phY.sically
adjacent) used to hold the segment.

The existence of this second set

of codewords is entirely conceaJ.ed from the user by the microprogram .
A codeword type is also provided to allow several small-segments to a page.
2.4

Dat a Structures a nd Addresses
With the codeword system , tree-like data structures can be created,

manipulated a nd destroyed at will.
structures .

Each group"'may own many independent

The roots of these structures are identified by name in FLUID.

The symbolic reference is stored in the object code and the address of
the corresponding root codeword obtained from the group 's name table+
at execution.

Thereafter addresses ca n be form8d in a process ' s stack

(section 3) and a machine order is provided for bringing into the stack the
clement identified by an address .

In the case of a codeword this usually

results in the address of the set or segment defined by the codeword, and not
an exact copy of the codeword.
Information in an address is derived both from the codeword defining
the element addressed and from the address 's parent.

The additional

information in an address derives originally from the name table and is
used primarily to distinguish between code and data segments.

In the

store management system, code a,pears as a protected data segment, but
the forma tion of code segment addresses (i.e. links) is controlled
differently to data segment addresses .

This means tha t a named structure

cannot contain a mixture of code and data segments .
*

See section 3

-l- See section 6
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i

An address has four fields:

(i)

tag

(ii)

CWT entry address

(iii) Size

(iv)

Offset
In the case of sincle page segments:

(ii)

references the codeword defining the page holding the segment

(iii) is the amount of space utilised on the page
(iv)

is the offset (initially 6, bytes O - 5 are reserved) of an element
in the segment.
For multi-paged segments, the address when fir.st generated, refers

to the first page as though it were a single page segment.

/u1y attempt

to derive the address of an element of the segment beyond the first pnge is
monitored by overflow in the offset and causes the 11ew address to reference
the correct page codeword with appropriate offset and size fields.
References 9 & 12 show the infrequent use of large segments in certain
environments.

These figures suggest tha t th~ inefficiencies in crossing

the page boundaries of a large segment may not be very significant, as
roout two-thfrds of the segments were in both cases less than 250 bytes.
It will be seen that all segment addressing is relative to a datum
contained in a codeword and is also subject to a limit check.

Absolute

addresses for the item referenced are computed each time the relative
address is used, enabling the cegments to be relocated or locked out
(section 4) securely by updating the codeword only.
2.5

Other Codewords
Indirect references will also be used in e.g. stack manipulation,

process synchronisation, process hierarchies, performance monitoring.
These references will largely be through codewords living not in the Ci•/T ,

11

whic:h exists essentially for store management , but in a process's control
area. (s ection 3) .

However, c ertain operations

address generation

will be shared

such as lockout and

and to simplify the microprogram it is

important that formats are similar.
2.6

Single. Level Store
A store management process is responsible f or satisfying requests from

all other processes in the machine for allocation of codewords or segmen ts,
and updating the table accordingly. A paging proc ess , which cooperates
closely with the store management process , is responsible for fetching
pages fr-om the backing st ore as required and, when nec essary , writine out
oth er pages to make ro om .
The backing store and main s tor e are int egrated by the pa8ing
mechanism into a single level store of four volumes.

The zeroth volume

is the core store, which has a max i mum of 64K bytes, volumes 1 - 3 are
exa ctly 64K bytes.

With a maximum configuration each volume cont ains

256 pages, giving a total of 102L1- pages .

The optimum size for the C\ll' will

obviously vary ac~ording to its activity and the strategy used for
reorganisa tion.

Because store i s allocated in 256-byte pages the C\'l'r will

be a multiple of 128 CWs .

Its maximum size of 2048 CWs derives from the

size of the address field in codeword s defining other codewords.

Within

this limita tion the size of the t able can be increased, if necessary ,
temporarily postponine; the r eorgani sation of a fragment ed t able .
Unallocated pages are not i dentified by the CWT.

Instead 1024

1 bit allocation fla gs (AF) are used to indic a te whether the corr esponding
page is allocated or not .
2.7r B:-~se Ele~ents
Ce rtain items of information which it is necessary to hold for a
process occupy fixed positions in all control areas (section 3) .

There a re

also certain codewords , e . g . defining the name table, which all groups
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have - and in the case of the name t able must be located before any
further referencing c an take place.

Other examples are the cod ewor ds

defining the control areas for the group's processes and a codeword
defining a set used by the monitoring f a cilities (section

..

5.)

In some

cases it would be possible to use reserved names and obta in the cod eword
address from the name table , as usual.

Although this approach places an

extra ov erhead on the name table, it gives a greater flexibility to
applications whos e requirements f or access to base elements in thei r
user groups is not predicta ble at this stage.

Loc al variat ions in the

reserved nrnue list kept hy the assembler would allow each applic a tion's
use of reserved names to be inde pendent.
Logically, group names are examples of base element s whose reserved
names should belong in the system nam e table, but they will in f act be
kept elsewhere and th e first 32 c odewords of the CVJT used to ident ify
th e set of base el2ments for each of 32 active groups .

• See section 6
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3.

3.1

Process Structures
Requirement s
The term "process" and the rules for process activation and inter-

connection will be defined in 3.2 - 3.5 to meet the following requir ements :
i)

In a multiprocessor configuration processes may be created for
subroutin e execution where this would be advantageous .

ii)

Some users will want to reference informat ion associated with more
than one application.

iii) Some userc will require to keep their own segments and name t ables
etc.,between operating sessions.
iv)

The "system" and "applications" may consist of more than one process,
but no hierarchy is to be assumed in these processes ancl all interprocess communic a tion should be direct.

v)

If a segment is shareable , it must be shareabl-= even when its "owner "
is inactive.
'l'hese requir ements, except for (i), would not be met by a simple
tree structure for processes.

3.2

Grouns and Processes
When in a dormant state , the essential components of a p;rotp_•are

i)

A set of codewords

ii)

the segm ents defined by the codewords

iii) a name table linking alphanumeric segment names with their codewords.
iv) information on how to put the groap into an a ctive state.
In transferring to an active state the group is initially allocated
a number of control areas (3.3) each one or more pages of main store in
accordance with (iv ) .

When in an active state the group can have several

activities compe ting ind ependently for CPU time.

The term "activity'' is

used here :.~ather tha n "progr am " bec at.c e the execution thread of each

• See also

8.3 and 8.4
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activity m:1y theoretically wander not only throui:sh all the segments owned
by the group, but also through sei:sments owned by other groups where permitted.

Nevertheless, because of different initialisation parameters (from (iv) a bove
- essentially an initialising task (3.5)) these activities will be performing
identifiably different functions.
for and about an activity.

Each control area is used to hold information

The combination of a control area and activjty is

termed a process.
The operating system nucleus is itself a group consisting of a number
of processes responsible for the allocation and utiJ.isation of resources,
plus segments of data and re--entrant code available for use by some or all
of the processes in the machine, including the system processes.

In a fully operational machine of somewhat greater power than the
experimental one there will also be several application groups, which like
fue system group consist of segments of code and data for users of the
O:pplication.

However, whereas the system will have several permanently

active processes, it is possible that some applications will not rqqtiire ·a~y
such permanent processes.
It is only necessary for a terminal user to be represented in the
machine by a group when he wishes to define and preserve his own segments
independently of the application providing the facilities.

In other cases

involving on-line interrogation and updating of data structures ovmed by
the application, the terminal commands wou1d be compiled· and executed as
subprocesses (3.4) of a process in the application group.

No different~ation

would be made at the system level between users of such an application, the
responsibility for checking credentials being with the application.
The system m;::iintains
possessions and activity.

;:i

group tab1e givjng detailR of ec1ch grou_p's

Any group can create another group provided it has

permission from the system to use the appropriate system routine.
group would not be sub0rdinate to its creator.

The new

15
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'

It is important that dormant groups do not occupy codeword t a ble space

I

when this may be needed for a ctiv e groups.

Dormant groups will ther efore be

ejected to a filestore at the system's discretion.

However, a mechanism

must be provided to allow the segments of an ejected group to bE; accef:sed
by their active fellows.

The operation of the filestore to meet th ese and

other requj.r ements is under consideration.

3.3 Control Areas
A machine definition will specify a fixed number of reserv ed pagc,s
in main store for use as control areas, the actual number depending on the
processing power of the machine and the requirements of the applications to be
supported.

In these control areas , stacks can be built and maintained for the

locals, links and parameters of the subroutine a nd task nest of the process
allocated to the control point .

A control area also contains c ertain special

purpose codewords and information regarding a process's activity and priorit y .
The code which ca n be executed and the data which can be accessed fro m a
control area will depend on the rights of the group to which the process
belongs and the rights all owed to the group by others.
Empty control areas are maintained in such a format as to allow their
speedy allocation to a new process.

3.4 Sub-processes
The process es which exist in a newly initialised active group are known
as senior processes, to distinguish them from sub-process es.
may generate sub process es .

All processes

The system also has the option to conv ert c ert ain

subroutine calls into subprocesses , particularly in a multi processor
configuration.

A sub-process shares the group name table of its parent.

control a re P. for-

2

.sub-process is snpplied by t.he syst.8m.

The

How8V8r it ii'-'"'-Y

be desirable to i mpose limits on the number of processes in each group
in order to ma intain the total numbe r of processes at a practical l cv0l .
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3.5

Tasks
Ail processes execute tasks generated by other processes or in some

Ef)ecial cases in response to external or possibly internal inter~upts.
Task par::1Jlletcrs (analogous to subroutine parameters because of• the
system's option to convert subroutines to subprocesses. See also 4. 1+.) are
queued in the control area for accep{;ance by the process on a FIFO or a
priority basis.
Any process can give a task to a 2~nior process provided it
(i.e. its group) has the right to do so or to its parent or sub processes if
any.

Thus tasks for sub processes can in generctl only come from the pa r ent

or subordinate (if any) but it may be usef-:11 for a process to bE: able to

pass the same task to its entire subtree.

Processes will usually be

interruptible for immediate 3ervicing of urgent tasks.

It is thou 6 ht that the most common use of sub processes will be for
execution of single tasks, or possibly a queue of :tasks on a FIFO ba sis .
The priority servicing and interruptibility features will probably only
be used by senior processes.
Figure

8.5 shows a simple process structure.
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4.
4.1

LOCKOUTS AND PROCESS SYNCHRONISATION
Security in Resource Utilisation
Processes must be synchronised when thei:;:, simultaneous use of a resourc e

leads to undesirable or unpredictabl e results • .

Because the cod eword

system and addressing mechanism described earlier provides a convenient
way of enforcing lockouts and synchronisation, it is intended to have a
unified design approach whereby any resource
can be made subject to this system.

whose use needs synchronisation

Indeed if a definition of resource

were to be attempted it might be tha t which is defined by a codcv10rd.
The need for synchronisation arises both with explicitly cooperating
processes (Ref .13) and with those which int erac t unknowingly.
the only process to suffer from a misus e of the synchronisation

Therefore
mechanis □

must be the defau+ting process.
4.2

A Method of Synchronisation

Each cod eword ..,,1ill contain a lockout bit.

'I'he lockout instruction

performs three operations:
1)

sets lockout-bit in codeword

ii)

copi es cod eword into the locking process's control area.

iii) updat es lockout codeword tn reference new codeword in control area .
Only ~me process , usually the locking process, will be allowed to access
the locked resource, a check being made tha t the active process number
correspond s to the locking process's number.

It will a lso be useful to

pass a locked resource as a task parameter for another process.

In this

case the t asked process is effectively the locking process.
Other processes which are suspended trying to use a locked r esource
form

a.

list 1 the head of which i s identified by a n element in the locking

process's control area.

When the resource is freed, the list is added to
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the end of the list of processes waiting for central processor time
(cf;, Wirth, ref.14).
A CPU is itself a resource locked out by one process with a list of

other processes waiting, but it behaves differently from oth er resources in
that if a process is suspended on encountering a lock, use of the CPU resource
automatic ally passes to a scheduling process to allocate it elsewhere.
The encountering of a lock forces a release of the lock on the CPU.

The

CPU will also be transferred on certain internal and externa.l interrupts.
The releas ing of locks is not sor.:e thing which ca n be l eft completely
to th e locking process - it may fail, or simply fore;et.

In the case of

failure, the diagnostic routines can release all out standing locks.

Two

techniqu es are being considered for dea ling with forgetfulness.
(i)

Imposing time limits on the duration of a lockout, or a task

(ii) Integrating the locking operation into a call of the subroutines
wishing to use the locked resource and automatically releasing the lock
on exit.
Both possibilities will be investigated further.

4.3

The I mplic a tion of Multi Processors
A lock is only sec ure if a process can be guaranteed unique access

for interrogation, and if required, alteration.

With only one process or

this can be achieved by interrupt free opera tions.

With more than one processor

independ ently accessing the main store the interval available for secure access
is one store cycle , and complex instructions ca n be provided to perform the
necessary interroga tion and alteration (r ef .15). An alternative method is
suggested making use of a half cycle destructive read-out microprogram i1;structio~
The dcctructivc rcD.d L~ cut cculd rccul t in ull 1 's

v.L

all O's.

case the lockout bit operates as described earlier , in the latter
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the meanings of its settings would be inverted.

AJ.l 1's (or O's)

is recognised as a special sort of codeword which causes a loop in
one microprocessor whilst the: other microprocessor completes its
operation and restores the· codeword.

This ma.y also be useful for certain

lockouts known to be of short duration to avoid having to reallocate the
processor in the event of a clash over the resource (ref.15).

4.L~

S:yw:hronisation with sub-procesG2s
The creation of subprocesses was outlined in

3.4 If the subprocess

in fact needs synchronisin8 with its parent over the use of some
resource, little benefit may be r;ained from the multi-processing ,
but the facilities described previously will be adequate.
subprocess should proceed completely autonomously.

Ideally the

However, the situa tion

will arise when the main process must wait for the results of the
calculation performed by the subprocess.

Because the generation of

subprocesses is sometimes not at the parents request, the methods of
achieving synchronisation must be compatible with the programming
techniques employed in subroutine call and exit.

Therefore an area is

reserved in the control area defined by a codeword located at a fixed
location of the control area into which the results of a subroutine are
placed at its completion.

With no subprocesses the control area never

has more than one set of results and there is never any need to administer
locks.

However, with several process<:rs and allowing subroutines to

become subprocesses the codeword for the results of each subprocess
is locken. out until the subprocess is complete and the results have been
copied bo.ck to tho parent.

An

empty set of results could constitute a

pseudo-resource if synchronisation were needed for other purposes.

20

4.5

Structured Resources
The approach outlined s o far f ails when dealint_; ,-l ith a struc tured

resource where the addresses are recomput ed a t each use not from the
codeword defining the whole res ource but from the codeword defining
the subset that the process is interested in.
to lockout the entire .::;+.ruc tur e at once.

It is not then possible

In what qircums tanc es it is

permisEible to lockout the parts progressively and in wha t circums t ances
it is inadequnnte to confine the use of l0cks to the terminal ele ments,
are subjects for furth er investigation and will depend on requirements
which will emerge more clea rly as system development continues.
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5.
5.1

Monitoring Aids
The Need for Performance Da ta
Reference 8 shows the dissa ti§faction currently felt by many users

of operating systems, about the lack of information obtainable from
their system on its performance.

The problem is in some cases a hardware

one (e.g. would an extra disc cha nnel increase performance), in others
system software (e.g. which op erating system routinis are most frequently
used and ne ed locking in main store).

Many proprietary packages are now

available to cope with these problems, but frequently they are too late
to have any effect on the des i 5n of existing systems.

The facilities

proposed h ere form an integrat ed part of the machine architecture and
it is hop ed that they are sufficiently general and simple to be used
at all stages of the system design .

The facilities will also be

available to applications and users, primarily for monitoring the
performance of the programs.

5.2 Eff~iency
It is essential that monitoring does not significantly distort the
norma l machine performance.

For this reason a monitoring segment and

its workspa ce should be permanently locked in main store wh en in use ,
must occupy only a small amount of main store and make as few as possible
demands of the opera ting system, particular care being taken here to
avoid circularity.

With some existing packages (e. g . Ref 16) larie

amounts of data are wri•;ten out to magne tic tape for subsequent processing.
MEM has no magnetic t apes and the ba cking store channel is likely to be
fully loaded by the paGing mechanism.

Therefore the processing costs

must be taken in line a nd information a ccumulated in histogram form for
subsequ ent output to a terminal .
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5.3 Method
Monitoring is achieved by marking codewords in a similar way to
the lockout operation.

Instead of storing the original codeword in

the control area of the monitoring process it is transferred. to a
special set of codewords identified by a reserved name in the group's
name table.

The group number of the monitoring process and the index

of the codeword's new location in the reserved cod~word set are stored
in the monitored codeword.
The actual event which is monitored is the formation of an indir ec t
address referencing the set or segment defined by the monitored code\1ord.
When a monitored codeword is used in this way execution of the curr ent
machine in,struction is abandoned and control transferred to a subroutine
in the group of the process responsible for marking the codeword.

This

subroutine is, like the codeword set , known by a reserved name, and mus t
be defined to accept as parameters the index of the original codeword
in its new codeword set c!nd th e group number of the marking process.

On

exit from the subroutine the interrupted instruction is repealed and
executed to completion ignoring the monitor request.

Note that this

always involves an extra indirection through the specia l codeword set in
the forma tion of an indirect address and often in its subsequent use .
The exceptions are references to large segments, where the segment codeword.
does not define the segment directly but a set of codewords for its
constituent pages.

Indirect references are not evaluated through the

segment codeword but through the appropriate page codeword, and so the
extra indirection is avoided .

return link generated for exit is also marl:ed so that use of the link
(preswnably on exit) is interrupted and control passed to the appropriate
monitoring s egment as described above .
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5.4

Uses
The proposed facilities allow

accesses to any part of a da ta

structure or the execution of any program segment to be monitored.

\-/ith

appropriate monitoring and assuming the existence of a clock it should be
possible to 9ollect infor~ation on the following
1)

CPU time spent in executing a segment of code

2)

Frequency of use cf certain segments of code a~d data

3)

Re&l time spent by processes in the different states of suspension.

4)

Parameters of system function calls &nd system process t ~sks, to
determine the most efficient strategies for the environment in
question.

5)

The facilities thought to be redundant, with a view to having
them removed

6)

Machine loading

7)

Accounting - i+. would be possible to charr;e ~.-ealistically for
the use of software;

other stat istics can be collected satisfac toril y

by random s ampling of the state of the machi!'ie, information on ch,:nnel
and main store utilisation being the best examples.
· Applications can be found fo." the proposals apart from performance
monitoring.

Two further areas for its use are worth consideration -

1)

as the basis of a tracing mechanism

2)

as an extension to the security system proposed in~- 6, enabling

a group to restrict access to marked segments as it pleases.

5.5

Further Deve1onmcnt
Alon~ term aim in providing these facilities must be to allow
an operating system to m2ke its ovm recommendations for improvement and
where possible, as in the case of decisions over core resident
implemE nting them itself.

segments,

It is doubtful whether an operating sys tem

would be able to detect inefficiencies in its own codin8, but at least
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it would be possible to detect the most frequently used routines
measured both in terms of CPU tim~ consumed and in nllinber of entries.
In this way it would b e established where the greatest potential
for savings exis ted.

Ev~n if these uses of the monitoring Iacilities

are not nece ssary, or more likely, a re too expensive for a small
ma chine environment, they could still be a basis for further research
on this topic.
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6.

Names:

6.1 FLUID
As no detailed consideration has yet been given to the interface
languaee, FLUID, any description of the use of names in the sy.stem
bound to be tentative.

j::;

However, some requirements are already clear,

and will doubtless be added to or al tcr~d

\·Jhen

the lanc;uagc is c onsidered

more fully.

6.2 Local

na mei,

The unit of compilation is a segment and at the beginning of ea ch
segment the names ·..ised which are local to the segment must be decl ared,
possibly giving type information.

This declaration must also indic a te

those names used to reference any parameters and those whose cont ents
are to be passed ae results.
element.

Each local name corresponds to one sta ck

'l'he ramifications of allowing local names to be used in the

definition of local array space, mu.st. also be considered .

6.3 Global nurnes
The non-declared user names found in a segment are assumed to be
global names.

(i)
(ii)

These global names may be global in three ways:

ref erring to items belonging to the same group as the segment.
referring to items belonging to the group of the process when the
segment is executed.

(iii)

referring to ite~s belongin8 to some other group.
must be able to distinguish the three cases .
will be used for (ii).

The assembler

No special id entifier

Global names of t ype (i) Hill be preceded by

a special character, e.g.,% GLOBAL

Type (iii) will be a combina tion

of group and global names preceded by another special character,
e.g. $GROUP. GL03AL .

The symbolic identifiers of . . global names and

wh6re necessary, group names, are stored in the object code, and a
differ ent machine order assembled to distinguish the three ways the
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address of a named structure is to be generated .

6.4 Reserved Names
In the environments int~nded

wh ere

sharing of

structures is allowed between groups, conventions will have to be
observed with rega rd to names .

A special case of this are the

conventions adopt ed by the system for naming structures which it may
need to define within

q

group for its own work space or which it r.iay

expect the group to define to make use of certain system facilities.
Where possible the assembler will proviac checks on the use of thes e
reserved names.

The checking facility should also be cxtendabl e to

applic a tions which have similar techniques fcx- interfacing with their users.
A facility will have to be provided to allow loce.l variations of the

n ec essary assembler modules.

6.5 Name Tables *
Associated with each group is a name table .s.ccessed by a ha.sh coding
technique.
(i)

A name table entry has four components

a global name

(ii) CWT reference
(iii)type information
(iv) access permission keys

The table is used to link the global names stored in the object
code with the correct codeword table entry each tir.ie such symbolic
references are found.

The name tables will be a ccessed by assembly

routin es, store ma na6 eme nt routines during CWT reorganisation and
diagnostl.c routines.
The t ype information carried distinguishes structures cont aining
cod e segments fro:n those containing data. segments .

'l'his distinction is

not m?de in the CWT , but is propagated to addresses from the name table.
Other type distinctions may also be found useful.
*

See also Figure 8.2
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It is expected that a group may want to share some of its structures
and restrict access to others accordinG to well defined rules.
will certainly be true of those system routines whose use implies a
Access can be allowed

privilege whic~ may not be ~ranted to all.
to a data structure in three ways (i)

permission to read

(ii)

permission to write

(iii) permission to rea d and write
Such a classific a tion is not meaningful for protected structures
of either code or da.ta.

For such structures only (i) can be applied ,

and in the cas e of code this gives the right to execution.
A group is allowed to define a limited number of access permiss ion
keys.

Each key contains a sequence of group names.

the key gives the !lumber of group names (

<=

The first byte of

32), the type of permission

to which the key r e fers and whether the groups named all can or all ca nnot
have the permission in question.
An entry in t:1e name table can contain up to four indices to the

list of keys.

Taking the conjunction of all the restrictions and

permissicns granted by these four keys gives a complete picture of
how and by whom the structure can be used.
In a case wh ere restricted access is allowed, i.e., read only
or write only permiss ion to us e an unprotected structure, the name
table check is not sufficient by itself.

A

different type of address

must be formed to enable subsequent misuse of the structure to be
monitored.

Thus it would be illega l to attempt to write to a structure

with an address generated for reading purposes.
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7.

Short Term Objectiv1.:s
A separate document is being produced with format information on

the following:
(i)

Machine instructions (~nly format, not actual order code)

(ii)

Codewords and C\•/T orgr1.nisation

(iii) Control areas an~ stacks .
(iv)

Microprogra m register requirt ~ents.

( v)

Pages.
\.Jhen th e document is complete the following topics will be

inv estiga ted further:

(i)

FLUID

(ii)

Machine order code.

(iii) The filestore.
(iv)

Minimal operati11g system facilities.

(v)

Simulation.
A system specification must allow for varia. tio!ls amongst possibl e

host machines .

The main example is in peripheral handling.

However,

because the type of processor needed is often designed for process
control or messa ge switching applic a tions, a processor's suitability for our
purposes is not likely to be limited by its interrupt structure or I/0
spee ds .

Indeed it is to our advantase for the details of peripheral

handling to be unspecified s o tha t a!zy useful features of the host
machine can be properly e):ploited.

These points are made here bec ause

they affect the simulation study (v).
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F I GURE S

The following figures are given for explanatory purposes
only.

Detailed ac curacy ha s been sacrificed for co~pr ehensibil{ty .
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8.1

Segments

Examples (i)

a singJ.e page segment

r:i-----'
J

(ii)

a multi paged segment

page 0

CODE:!Ol-:W 1

page 1

-L-------- I
Clfaet

.,..--./ ~·

,·

C't/T

(iii) a multi segmented page

segment 11
!

Datum/limit
information is
conta in ed in the
reserved area

segment 2 '.

I

,/'.,,/ /

. CWT

_/ "i

page
Area reserved for system purposes

I I

I I/

unused space on page
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I
!

I

8. 2 Name Table
Example

--------~
NAHC TABLE C\v

'
.
EN'l'RY FOR NA.M};_;
CODS',iORD

11

A'._'._j ~

II

AII

11

B 11

NAME
TABLE
EN1'RY FOR NAME

com..;\"!ORD

.

11

B 11

CWT

'.

Each element of the CW set may itself define a CW set or
a segment, or else be left undefined .
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8.3 In~ctive Group
Example

-v:_

v

cw)
11 A11

I

__,./

CODE i
SEGMENT I

I

CODE
1
SEG! J.ENTI

I

DAT/\.
SEGMENT

CODE
SEGMENT

DA'rA
'
SEGMENT

I
DATA
SEGMEN'r

0
n

in CWT
one or more pages of allocated store
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8.4 Active Group
Example

Base

<

Control
Area
for
Process

~lement:/

/-

X

.,

Control
Area
for
Process

Control
Area
for
Process

y

,!

~
Name
'11able

i 1

as for INACTIVE GROUP (8.3)

z

Control
Area
for
Process

~

Control
Area
for
Process

Control
Area
for
Process

y1

'

z1

z2

X, Y, Z are senior processes in the group.
Y and Z have subproc 2sses

0

in C\'/T

one or more pages

Y and
1

z1 , z2

respectively.
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Communj_catinc Processes
Example

Sys~
Gro~;-· )
.

~~-

lines of ownership

lines of t asking
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